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ABSTRACT------------------------------, 
of a study tlmt addresses shifrin;.; priorities in 

I'd IIcation and that are COnSI'I/IH'IIII'S {Ifhistorical deals 
hroadly with telillier relll'wal, in an ell(lirOlllnent where tliere 
ro/icy researcil, il1 dealillS ,;choo/-based andI 

speculatiZ'e writing to underscorl' U lieI'd for a chungI' il1lOhat is traditiollally 
dl'tai/I'd as the role and function of education, scho(lli1lg lind teaching. 
The paper contrasts teaching and schooling as it currl'11tly exists in an 
1'111erging 'Kllow/etigl' Economy' wherl' nl'w ell'ctronic ro111111u11iratioll 
lIIedia have . there is a rapid, illlTl'asil1g pace 
illllOvation and lechnologyand life cycles and 1If'lce(()fIomic 
(ommunities, function distribution al1ll of 
goods across l1ationaiand continental borders. 
Given these conditions, the prognosis is that a 'worker' in the 
'Knowledge Economy' will have characteristics including: an ability 
to adapt to constant change and uncertainty; capacity to work in 
knowledge st'rvice based ",collpmies; and 
constructive in cohesivp communities. 

paper proposes lhat such soci,,1 and the 

te as 

lhe Knowledge Economy will elllail a different education and 
schooling system to that which presently exists. The main premise of 
this proposition is that current schooling and teaching reflects the features 
of tin industrial society and if society has changed, so then shoultl the 
educatiolland system. In i/ssociated tea,.Il"f elilli'ation 
system is also 
iVlore specifically, p,ll'er reports till' Ihat an emer.';;ins KllolI'ledgl:' 
hono111Y is humus 011 scho(Jling lind 'I'UULlIl" and by assuciatiun, filat of 
teacher education. 

Education in aKnowledge Economy 
his article aspects of which addr",,,,,,,,,, shifting 

priorities in edUCe! ,md training consequente;.; historical 

change. The article contrasts teaching and schooling as it currently 
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exists in an emerging 'Knowledge Economy' where new electronic 

communication media have emerged (Rowland, 1999); there is a rapid, 

and still of technological inmwa shorter 

technology life cycles (Freeman 

(( lT1SUn1ers 

new 

economir vvhose prime function and 

exchange national and continental heen 
formed; is increasingly technila1 

more inf'lrnwd ilnd Soete, 1997; Robertson, 

1990). 

Given these conditions, it is argued a 'worker' in the 'Knowledge 

Economy' will require characteristics including: an ability to adapt to 

constant change and uncertainty; capacity to work in knowledge and 

service based economies; and participate as a constructive member in 

cohesive social communities (Edgar, 1999; Education Queensland 

2000). rticle suggests such the 

Economy will entail 

tlllhat which presently exists. premise 

current schooling and the 

society and if society then 

should schooling system turn 

the associated teacher education system is also affected. 

The discussion begins with the defining of the term 'Knowledge 

Economy,' continuing with an exploration of its characteristics and 

impact upon society. In concluding sections, conventional teaching and 

schooling are compared and contrasted with the profile of a Knowledge 

Economy, for shifts of emphasis. I turn first to a definition for the term 

Economy' was coined hon 

and Development rt"port 

FII)J1nmy (OEeD, 1996). the 

emergelW<? based on the produdi,m, and 

use of information. By compa of 

the early to mid twentieth century relied predominantly on the sale of 

raw resources, commodities and primary processing to generate income 

and wealth. The key commodity in the now emerging Knowledge 

Economy, by contrast, is 'knowledge' and its use to create new products 
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and services (Donkin, 1998; Gihhons, Limoges, Notwotny, 

Schwartzman, Scott and Trow, 1994). 

More specifically, in the Knowledge-hased Economy: 

"great importance is placed on the diffusion and use of information 
and knowledge as well as its creation. The determinants of success 
of enterprises, and of national economies as a whole are reliant upon 
their effectiveness in gathering and utilising knowledge. Strategic 
'know-how' and competence are being developed interactively and 
shared within sub-groups and networks, where 'know-who' is 
significant. The economy becomes a hierarchy of networks dril1l'11 by 
acceleration in the rate of change and the rate of learning. What is 
created is a networked society, where the opportunity and mpability 
to access a11d join knowledge and learning intensive relations 
determines the socia-economic position of individuals and firms" 
(OEeD, 1996, p. 14). 

Characteristic of the Knowledge Economy are 'man-made hrain 

power industries' where there is rapid development, and the 

suhsequent merging of new information and communication 

technologies, creating a glohal inter-connected economy (Thurow, 

2000,p: 1). In this global economy, time and distance are compressed 

through advances in information communication technologies and 

travel, leading to the intertwining of the world's economic and cultural 

systems, in a process known as Glohalisation (Nowotny, Scott and 

Gihhons, 2001). Glohalisation is defined as "a set of economic, social, 

technological, political as well as cultural structures and processes 

arising from the changing character of the production, consumption 

and trade of goods and assets that comprise the hase of the international 

political economy" (Milani and Dehalvi, 1996, p:3). Glohalisation is 

one of many phenomena within the Knowledge Economy, and is the 

result of a larger huilding process of world markets that started when 

mankind first hegan exploring the world hy land and sea expeditions 

(Thurow, 2000; Milani and Dehalvi, 1996). 

The principal driving force in the glohalisation process today is the 

search hy hoth private and puhlic firms for worldwide profit: their 

efforts are made possihle hy advances in information communication 

technologies and hy decreasing transport and communication costs. 

These advancements and efficiencies are allowing husiness to he 
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conducted at any time of the day and contact to be made with all 

countries by 'jet age' travel or by using a range of information 

communication technologies (Thurow, 2000). 

An effect of globalisation is an increasing structural differentiation 

of such goods and assets, having spread across traditional political 

borders and economic sectors, resulting in a greater influence on 

political and economic changes. Consequently governments of today 

are dispensing with their 'regulator role ' or the function of controlling 

their national economies "to become 'platform builders' that invest in 

infrastructure, education and research and development so as to allow 

their citizens to have the opportunity to earn world class standards of 

living" (Thurow, 2000, p:1). The 'Smart State' strategy in Queensland 

---i&-efl-e-stteft-e.:xatl1P-Ie of ZQ~ments coming to terms with the 

Know~conomy_and the resultant effects of glohalisation (Beattie, 

1999). 

The technologies that characterise the Knowledge Economy (such 

as micro-electronics, computers, rohotics, telecommunications, new 

material developments, biotechnology, forms of travel and transport) 

are systematically changing how all people conduct their economic 

and socials lives (Thurow, 2000). Products (such as electrical 

equipment, furniture and other household products), that were once 

assemhled using armies of skilled and semi-skilled manual workers, 

are now produced in factories with computers and rohotic technologies. 

These new factory configurations require small numbers of highly 

skilled maintenance people, so that a product's on-costs are lower than 

with human lahour; albeit with no industrial disputes and therefore 

with no additional overheads. Given the relatively low prices of such 

products and the rate at which new and hetter products enter the 

market the need for a 'repair and maintenance' industry is superseded 

hya rationality which says 'throw-away' and upgrade (Hon, 2000). 

In contrast to the previous industrial economy, working in the 'new 

economy' puts a premium on familiarity with networked knowledge 

rather than with scarcity. In the Knowledge Economy, the more 

networks individuals have, the higher the value of relationships. 

People steeped in the industrial-era model tend not to comprehend 
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this new mode of operating (Barlow in Tunbridge, 1995), and to survive 

in their industry use 'union muscle' to maintain the status quo and 

thereby protect their employment. This mindset ultimately shortens 

their employment tenure as 'employers' turn to technology-based 

innovations for solutions (!lon, 2000). 

In short, the industrial-era mind-set affirms the emergent world as 

'the same' as it always was, but with more 'problems' to grapple with. 

People with this mindset often seek to package and deliver the 'old' 

more 'effectively' and are wary of the 'change' that threatens what 

they know. The contrasting mind-set asserts that the world, because 

of the effects of new technologies, the structure of a new kind of labour 

ma rket, the u niversa lism of popu la r cu lture, the need for self-a ssertion 

and patently different life prospects for young people, is radically 

different, and the approaches therefore must also be radically different 

(Bentley, 1998; Davis and Botkin, 1995) 

The structure and character of families in the Knowledge Economy 

has changed from the nuclear family of the 'home' and the nurturing 

family assumed in much curriculum development in schools. There 

are new patterns of employment and underemployment greater 

mobility and new concentrations of poverty in both rural and urban 

settings and a redefining of what constitutes work and employment; 

collectively creating uncertainty for families and family-life (Nowotny, 

Scott and Gibbons, 2001; Edgar, 1999; Hon, 2000). Recent developments 

in the health and medical fields allow people to 'cheat their biology' 

(invitro-fertilisation and various contraceptive regimes, for example, 

allow women to put off child-birth until later years, whilst new and 

better drugs allow people to live longer) collectively redefining the 

role and function of men, women, work and family-life in the rapidly 

emerging knowledge society (Edgar, 1999). 

The characteristics of the average worker in western economies, 

for example, and the nature of work itself have changed enormously 

over the past few decades. Part-time, temporary and casual work, 

coupled with an upward trend in unemployment and the widening 

e5!IIlin . n has become 'the norm' in the 'job market: while 

privatisa tion, deregulation and downsizing of pub IC services, and more 
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and more pressure on business to increase productivity has been 

characteristic of the workplace (Doyle, Kurth and Kerr, 2000, ppl-2). 

At th!' twentieth century mono 

rela ted before (ANT A, 1999), 

since 11w there has been a risi' in an 

'office associated with: fina Lion, 

superviSion, V<'rlising, sales managenwnl, and 

business where the outputs not 

physical products or services. These 'new jobs' trade information, 

money, advice and resources, more often than physical skills or labour. 

"These people are not employed in goods production or over-the

counter retail or hospitality. Their mission is to trade knowledge: they 

are effectively knowledge workers in a Knowledge Economy" (Doyle, 

Kurth and Kerr, 2000, pp1-2). 

For Iwenlieth Century, industria which 

schools founded (Bidwell,2C'Ul; I 

1992)1 lheir economic prod 
manufacl 'mass production'. Du 

of mass wIJrkers maintained some 

the ways \vork. Employment was around 

tradesmen (skilled employees) and their assistants (semi-skilled and 

unskilled employees), and as such, they continued to do those tasks 

which could not be automated. Such tasks were largely undertaken 

according to their own whims and insights, backed up by a strongly 

developed and well-planned unionised framework, guaranteeing 

working conditions and remunerations (llancock, 2002; Industria I 

Relations 2000). 

By production today has where 

factories Of no employees, with of the 

'tradesml'n' being replaced by with 

a ready 'plllg-in-and-play' components fail: 

creating trade-type workforel' KI'ntley, 

1999). The people who constitute the key workforce of factories today 

are designers and innovators who create 'new knowledges' and use 

such to create new products and services (Clarke, 2001). 

\(·rvice 

the 

over 
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The building industry, as an example, is cited as a growth industry, 

yet most construction elements are now prefabricated in automated 

computerised factories devoid of many ' tradesman-type' skills, 

requiring only a handful of skilled people in the field to assemble 

(Pheng, 2002; Warszawski, 1994). The consequences of this production 

profile are significant increases in building-sector productivity as fewer 

people are able to build more buildings, more often, with fewer labour

based overheads, so that profit margins for corporations increase 

(Pheng, 2002). This occurrence is now characteristic of the job market 

in the Knowledge Economy. 

Commentators, such as; lion (2000), Thurow (2000), Starr (2001), 

argue "technological advancement will certainly destroy many jobs, 

however at the same time it will create many new and as yet unknown 

employment opportunities, changing dramatically the balance of skill 

requirements" (OECD, 1996, p. 14). The skill elements referred to are 

ones that place great importance on the diffusion and use of information 

and knowledge as well as its creation. This skill-base allows incumbents 

to gather and utilise knowledge, where strategic 'know-how' and 

competence are developed interactively and shared within sub-groups 

and networks. In this organisational climate, continual innovation and 

learning, driven by a hierarchy of networks, becomes characteristic of 

'work' that is undertaken in a Knowledge Economy. (OECD, 1996). 

Given the change in skills required of 'workers' in the Knowledge 

Economy, many large companies are spending large sums of money 

on workforce education and training. The driving force behind such 

decisions are a combination of a 'thin supply' of skilled workers and 

an increasingly complex workplace, where intellectual capital has 

emerged as a key source of competitive advantage for business in the 

2000 epoch (Starr, 2001, p:1). 

Security of employment, once synonymous with industrial age 

occupations, is now making way for increasing levels of casual and 

contract tenure, where little scope exists for the unskilled employee. 

So key to working in the Knowledge Economy is an ability to embed 

oneself in life-long and continuous education and training (Healey and 

Shimeld, 2002). Conse 'life-long learning' and 'workplace 
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ready' have become two of the most frequently used terms in education 
-and ~!aining circles during the 1990s (Curtis and McKenzie, 2001, p:2) 

with policy documents at nationa!, state and institutional levels within 

Australia, for example, increasingly being framed from a life-long and 

workplace-ready perspective. For educational institutions this means 

expanding their educational offerings by providing non-traditional 

learning programs, and incorporating various communication 

technologies (such as 'on-line' and 'e-learning packages') so as to ca ter 

for the 'flexible time and space concepts' that characterise 'learners 

and earners' in the 2000 epoch (Nowotony, Scott and Gibbons, 2002; 

Edgar, 1999; Landen, 1997). 

At an internationalleve!, life-long learning has been adopted as 

the key organising concept in education and training programs (see 

OECD, 1996; Delors, 1996). In Australia there have been numerous 

reports (for examples see: West, 1998; ANT A, 1998; Ministerial Council 

on Education, Employment, Training and Youth Affairs, 1999; Business 

Council of Australia, 2000), each arguing the need to "strengthen links 

between education and industry and for schools to embrace curriculum 

and education processes which foster and encourage continual learning 

over the life span" (Curtis and McKenzie, 2001). 

Given the significant investment in education and training being 

made by business and industry, particularly in the light of a profit 

conscious shareholding, the role played by education, training, teaching 

and schooling, in supporting corporate activity in the Knowledge 

Economy, is under scrutiny. Commentators, such as Bentley (1998) 

and Hargreaves (1997), argue education systems (as institutions that 

prepare young people in appropriate ways for the challenges and 

responsibilities of life and society) represent significant investments 

of public monies, "and if society is changing so should the way in 

which they introduce young people to it" (Bentley, 1998, p38). 

There are two dominant views of education and the role it should 

play, in a Knowledge Economy. One set of literature contends that a 

Knowledge Economy driven by technology has the potential to reverse 

trends in differential access to educational resources and/or confers 

on students an increased set of skills and opportunities. In this view, 

educators need only to ride the wave and recognise the increased 
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opportunities when they appear (Binde, 1998; Groennings, 1997). The 

second view is that an increased linkage between education and the 

economy is an element of global capitalist hegemony that weakens 

non-market values of humanitarianism, equity and ecology. In this 

view, education ought to generate resistance to 'marketisation' (De 

Yaney, 1998; Chafy, 1997; Moran & Selfe, 1999). Nevertheless, both 

views assume that the most important role for educators to play is to 

respond to a Knowledge Economy (lion, 2000,p: 1). 

Australia has moved more rapidly over the past decade than have 

most OECD countries towards a market-orientated demand-led 

education and training system, with published reports and policy 

documents promoting a strengthening of linkages between education 

and the labour markets. One of the key policy documents used is the 

National Coals for Schooling in the Twenty-First Century' (MCEETYA, 

1999). The policy recognises Australia's economic and social 

circumstances in the emerging Knowledge Economy, seeking to 

'~ensure the employa bility of those who pass through Australia's school 

system" (Curtis and Mckenzie, 2001, p:18). The policy specifically 

promulgates the embedding of key employability skills in school 

curricula and in student assessment (Curtis and Mckenzie, 2001, p:10). 

Fundamentally these employability skills mean young people who 

leave school will have a series of employment related knowledge, skills 

and understandings, each of which is able to be translated into 

productive work for employing organisations (Ghost 2002). 

For many teachers vocational and 'workplace-ready' education is 
seen as a role for colleges of technical and further education (TAFE), 

universities or certain secondary school curriculum programs, such as 

work experience and not the domain of the mainstream schools and 

teachers. But debates from industry perspectives are demanding 

attentions be focussed to the purposes of education and the wide 

benefits that learning plays in the Knowledge Economy. To date this 

agenda has provided greater understandings of life-long learning 

(Ryan, 2002, p:29) and in Queensland for example, has spawned a new 

strategic plan CQueensland State Education, 2010') with curriculum 

reform a key operational strategy (Education Queensland, 2000; Edgar, 

1999). 
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Curriculum reform issues throughout the 1990's, particularly in 

secondary schools, have tended to centre on two opposed sets of norms. 

cCluntries, the secondary school traditionally 

t:ontrolled hy universities and hodies. 

the secondary school the needs 

academically ahle, man II niversity 

(lJimmock, 1999). With an students to 

at schools, primarily demands 

higher knowledge and skill levels, large numhers of high school 

students have hecome disenfranchised to learning (Buckingham, 2000) 

as traditional curriculum offerings hold little relevance to their joh

seeking needs (Beattie, 1999; Dimmock, 1999) and their diverse learning 

styles (OECD, 2002; Ahhott and Ryan, 1998; Bentley; 1998) . "School 

leaders are faced with intractahle decisions hetween pressures to 

lraditional curriculum norms hroad-hased, 

curriculum catering for al norms carry 

lions for institutional structu rpsources" 

1999, P 445). 

Conwntional schooling, in a pedagugil centred' 

where systemically ssociated 

curriculum guidelines provide teachers with defined content to 'he 

covered' during a given school year, through a series of 'age related' 

groupings. In this organisational model, students that demonstrate 

capacity with an ever increasing level of 'education' continue on to 
further study, while others will 'drop-out' and begin work (Presnsky, 
2002; Wise, 2002). In recent times, in Queensland for example, laws 

made to ensure all stu levels of 

(Education Queensland, intended to 

effect of forcing a 'rethink' curriculum. 

vocation education and highlighted as 

schooling domain (Healey and 


ing to Hartwell (1996) 
 nmservative 

of social institutions ... taking .... ahout 100 years for scientific theories 

and ideas to affect the content, processes, and structure of schooling." 

He details the pace of change in modem society as accelerating and 

concludes: 
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"the 20th century has produced a radical shift in scientific concepts 
of nature, reality, and epistemology: relativity theory, quantum 
mechanics, the discovery of DNA and, since mid-century, the 
development of theories of chaos and complexity. Whilp the popular 
concept of reality i)l the 20th century has bppn mechanical, the 
metaphor for the 21st century is likely to be organic. Public schools 
hll1JP /lot ypt ref/ected this shift" (Hartwell, 1996). 

Dimmock (2000) makes comment that: 

"In many instances, perhaps even the majority, the grounds on which 
teachers adopt particular teaching methods are manifold, but rarely 
do they include knowlpdge based on informed practice. Rather, 
teaching ml'fhods are based on teachers' past teaching and Learning 
experiences, as well as on personal traits and preferences. Some of 
these reflect the way they were taught at school. Others ref/ect their 
own learning style preferPl1cps. Over the passage of time, however, 
it appears that tpachers come to rply on a narrower, rather than 
broader, range of methods and esppcially on those from which they 
derive confidence and comfort and which offer them economy and 
efficiency of pffort in coping with thp daily press urI's of lesson 
delivery" (Dimmock,2000). 

A fundamental part of the curriculum reform debate centres on 

improving the quality of teaching and learning where the teacher

centred, traditional method of teaching (with over-reliance on a narrow 

range of mainly didactic strategies) changes to a student-centred, 

'teaching-for-Iearning emphasis,' embracing a wider range of teaching 

strategies. A major component is the recognition that there is a need 

to accommodate individualised learning programs into institutional 

structures. Numerous educational researchers (for example, GEeD, 

2002; Dembo & Eaton, 2000; Topper, 2000; Scherer, 1999; Walters, 1992) 

have argued for the adoption of more innovative and student-inclusive 

learning models to break the hegemony of the 'one-size-fits-all' 

syndrome of pu blic school education, training and university education 

systems. There are two important elements in this trend. 

The first element is the movement from disiciplinarity to a more 

heterogenous knowledge production identified by Gibbons et al and 

Notwotny et al. In its simplest form, the relevant contrast is between 

problem-solving, based on the cognitive and social norms and practices 

of a particular discipline and those that are organised around a 
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particular 'application.' In the former, the discipline tends to determine 

the context and outcomes, whereas in the second element, knowledge 

is intended to someone whetlwr the 

government, or society community, 

r'foduced in a process of 
so that various parties are 

Fu ddvances in learning-based 
example' {oadley, Gordin, Mpdns, 

provide understandings today that a 'one-size-fits-all system' fails to 

recognize the many different kinds of aptitudes, interests and 

experiences, and that therefore many students become bored and 

d isin teres ted with the whole process. Con ven tiona I schooling practices 

endeavour to compensate for the loss of intrinsic interest in the work 

itself by providing extrinsic rewards (such as; marks, grades, prizes, 

schola people going in thin!!s interest 

them. 

keeps students going in 
tierirwti from the process 
- motivation that collies 

associated with success 

wurse oJ educutwnal careers, students are 

to extrinsic rewards for schoolwork" (Steinberg, 1997). 


The educational trends outlined in this article have been chronicled 

in many reports in Australia (Ramsey, 2000; Darling-Hammond; Kirby, 

2000; Education Queensland, 2000; Gardner1999; Foley, 1998), each 

arguing for a substantial overhaul of teaching and teacher education 

to keep 

on 

interplay between SOCidl citizenship, 

argue that convenl.inna 1 

aetivities' designed to fulfil now 

In this model, students demonstrate 

on to 

further study, while others will 'drop-out' and begin work (Presnsky, 

2002; Wise, 2002). In a Knowledge Economy, the job-market is requiring 

higher skills of allworkers and so those who 'drop-out' are relegated 

for 

passed 

capaciLy ever-irH:reasing level of 'ed 
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to unemployment or short term low paid menial tasks with little or no 

scope for advancement. The only hope for these people is an education 

and training system attuned to the needs of all learners. Conventional 

teaching, hy virtue of its design and scope does not 'measure up' 

(Hargreaves, 1997 and 1998) 

Missing from the conventional schooling model is a strategy that 

huilds capacity for work in a Knowledge Economy. This capacity is 

characterised hy skill elements that place great importance on the 

diffusion and use of information and knowledge as well as its creation. 

This new capacity allows incumhents to gather and utilise knowledge 

and strategic 'know-how,' where competence is developed interactively 

and shared within sub-groups and networks, coupled with continual 

innovation and learning, driven hy a hierarchy of networks. 

Commentators (su ch as Lynch and Smith 2002; Abhot and Ryan 

1998; Hargreaves, 1997), argue the current teaching workforce, as a 

pool of expertise and authority (i.e. intellectual capital) in the various 

education systems, has not universally had the disposition, knowledge 

and skill to re-engineer education systems for the new historical epoch 

in the 2000s period, as defined in previous discussions. Consequently 

teacher preparation also requires an overhaul (Ramsey, 2000; Education 

Queensland, 2000; Smith, 2000; Gardner, 1999; Foley, 1998). 

The notion of overhauling teacher education is echoed in recent 

reviews of Australian teacher education, where it is argued a fresh 

approach to the preparation of teachers is needed, citing teachers as 

key participants in the renewal of education and training systems. 

Ramsey (2000) proposes that employers take a greater role in and 

responsibility for the outcomes of teacher education (Ramsay, 2000, 

pp. 58-59). Smith argues that "if teachers are to he change-agents, then 

reform of teacher education itself is as much a priority as school reform" 

as "there is a growing awareness that part of the problem is what 

student teachers learn and how they learn it" (2000,p:15). 

The challenge for the education community collectively then, is to 

engineer an alternate education, schooling and teaching paradigm; one 

that is heyond the familiar and that which is considered traditiona 1 to 

growing up, to one that is aligned to a new world that is a 'Knowledge 

Economy'. 
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